The SIS first year

**Research As a Craft**
- **Aug**
  - Advanced Missiological Research I (2 units)
    - MI803

**Thinking Missiologically**
- **Missiology As a Discipline**
  - Missiology as a Discipline I Week (2 Units)
    - MI804A
  - Missiology as a Discipline (4 Units)
    - MI804B
  - Missiology as a Discipline (2 Units)
    - MI804C

**Mastery and Original Contribution**
- **Tutorial I**
  - Initial Literature Review: Broad Mastery (2 Units)
    - MI805A
  - Initial Literature Review: Broad Mastery (4 Units)
    - MI805B

- **Initial Lit Review: For IRP** (2 Units)
  - MI805C

**Initial Research Proposal Evaluation**

**Spring**
- Wks 1 - 5
  - Advanced Missiological Research II (2 units)
    - MI806

**Preliminary HSR Proposal**

17 June 2014